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Our condolences to the family of Clayton McCoy in the passing of his mom. Her
funeral was held 9/18 in Marble Falls.
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Westover Members:
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Alma Jo French is at Seton on 38th St, for testing. She welcomes visitors; she is in
room 538.
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Tammy Mullican recently had hip replacement surgery. She is now recovering at
home.
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Billie Morrow is now at home, she is doing well.
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Owen, Wyatt and Sawyer, Charlie and Carol Estes' triplets, are still
recuperating in the hospital. They are hoping to come home around mid-September.
Please pray for continued healing for the babies and Carol.
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Marilyn Hughes recently had surgery and it went well with no suprises. She is
recovering at home.
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Carrie Williams, is recovering from surgery, and her mom, Mary Spurrell,
continues to deal with major health issues.
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Family & Friends:
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Former member, Verbenia Delashaw, is at St. David’s Hospital on 32nd Street, with a
blood clot in her leg.
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Vicki Roberts' brother, Randy, is recovering from surgery and doing well. Randy has
been able to do part-time work, and going to dialysis three times a week. Plans are for
nightly home dialysis to begin in late October.
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To submit a prayer request, you may check the box on the Welcome Card. Please continue to update
prayer concerns by emailing prayer@westover.org. Requests will remain on this list for two weeks from
the last update that we receive. An extended list may be found at westover.org. Updated: 9.20.15
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Shower News:

Shower News:
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TODAY! September 20th - Bridal Shower for Kelsey Rachal (Bride Elect of
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Lee Johnson), at the home of Brenda Goforth (9701 Palmbrook Drive,
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Austin, TX 78717). Lee and Kelsey are registered at Crate & Barrel, and
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Bed, Bath and Beyond.
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